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Black Power is an amorphous torm wh:_ch has been gLveh to a
variety of demands advanced oriol ..m1 , v 1 1' I im111 Hi--In 1'4'0/Trot-i. e.; 'Ind
to the means

".. (
by which they propose to secure them. The keynotr,

of those demands is the achievement, hv dtroct action, of rol
egre participation in government at all :levels, so that coloure

American citizens may run their own communities without Will
interference, economic or otherwise. Many of the ideas whir:,f the
term 'Black Power' covers have also been adopted by coloured
communities of Negro origin elsewhere, notably in the Caribhe;in.

Both constructive and destructive ideas co exist in Black
Power. Many of its concepts are potentially either useful or
harmful, depending on the extremes to which they are pushed, the
precise ideological bias given to them and the means used to
implement them. But Black Power activities and speeches have in

practice caused the term to be generally associated with violence.

Although the Black Power movement began in the USA, it has
now spread to other countries, mainly as the result of the
activities of agitators intent on unrest. In Britain such  
extremists have so far made little impact, but Black Power militancy
is probably on the increase in the Caribbean. Because it is usually
revolutionary and racialist in tone, the movement lends itself to
exploitation by other disruptive elements. Black Power militants
frequently quote from the works of Che Guevara, Castro, and Mao Tse
tung and a few extremist white organisations, particularly some of
those with Trotskyist leanings, have made determined efforts to ally
themselves to the movement. Despite the many ideological stumbling
blocks in the way of such alliances, there are common factors - a
hatred of moderation, a determination to destroy the 'system' and a
weakness for rhetoric. Nevertheless, although the concept of Black
Power has an in7ernational appeal, however limited, and there are
frequent contacts between local Black Power groups in various
countries and the American Negro leaders, there is in practice little
evidence of any formal international network coordinating the many
activities which come under the heading Black Power.

The Communist countries, especially Cuba and China, have made
considerable propaganda out of racial disorders inside America and
have given moral support to individual Black Power leaders. But the
latter, for their part, seem primarily interested in gaining support
from any quarter for their local demands and the relationship
between them and the Communist governments tend, therefore to b
based on mutual convenience rather than on convict ion.
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The campaign for the improvement of the 
lot of the American

Negro has always included divers() rronps and 
ud  I  vid 1 al, odds

with each other over menns and ends. By the early 1960s, ho
wever,

a fairly clear dividing line could he drawn 
between tho vast

majority whose non-violent tactics and 
moderate demands were

gaining increased approval, and a number of 
much smal l Or group

of a violent, some.uimes racialist character.

Pie pattern is no longer so clear tt. The Civil Rights

"vemeatir"mericalsnwwinastateof fll oc; abewildortilg arr

of demands, couched in virulent language, emerge 
from a plethora

of organisations. White liberals and black 
moderates have been

mercilessly denounced. Out of all this is also 
emerging a

heightened sense of community among American 
Negroes and a body of

ideas which, though still vague contains some 
constructive thought

The danger persists, however, that some left-wing 
extremists,

racialists and criminal elements may try o dominate the movemen
t

The seeds of militancy lay in the failure of 
moderate

techniques to improve tangibly the lot of the 
working-class Negro.

For the last 15 years he has been told that he is an 
underprivileged

and second-class citizen in the richest country on earth. 
That he

has been to some extent the victim of injustice and exploit
ation for

over 300 years has been acknowledged by the passing of a mass of

c'vil rights legislation. But in reality the lower-class American

Negro has seen little improvement in his standard of life - the

major problems of unemployment, illiteracy, overcrowding, low wages

and racial discrimination largely remain to be solved.

In the Southern States, a wall of resistance has faced the

reformers, and do-segregation legislation has been some times ignored

or evaded. As one exasperated young Negro said,

"'Whitey has given us paper rights which have
changed nothing, and it hasn't cost him a nickel
of his money or a minute of his time".

THE  URBAN NEGRO 

Increasingly the Negro problem is becoming synonymous with the
urban problem; 65% of black Americans live in cities (and the
proportion is increasing) and most of the problems of the cities
overcrowding, unemployment, illiteracy and a rising crime rate   are
most prevalent in the Negro ghettoes. Since the Second World War,
Negroes have increasingly migrated from the Southern States to the
cities of the North and West. In the next 10-20 years, they will
probably constitute a majority in a dozen or more of the largest
cities. In most of the major ones they already comprise overquarter of the population, and in Washington D.C., and Newark, NewJersey, they are already in the majority. The ghettoes in whichmost black urban Americans live are becoming larer, denser, andmore intolerable
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and underfin_nced reform projects have erected a large 
subsistence

,class in the Negro community:. It 18 hoped that community. control

by Negroes will generate expertise within the community, will
 put

authority in the hands of those who know what the prob1ems 
are and

will create a sense of pride in black: ability, a pri(te, VA:Loh has

been underminej. by the old enervating welfare systems*

This drive for an increased sense of black commu
nity has

taken different forms, from assertions that 'Black is Bea
utiful

to research into the history and culture of black Americans. In

extreme form it has involved the tracing of ties to 
black

communities throughout the world,especially in Africa. 
Most

moderate leaders see the tendency to assert blackness as 
an asset

and a sign of increased vitality. The older idea of int
egration

had , the tendency to teach that anything white was 
automatically

better. Unfortunately black pride, unity, and autonomy 
are also

nationalist ideas and as such can be used constructively 
or

destructively,

Through the varlo Ls ideologies of Black Power two 
consistent

threads run. The first is that integration must be demoted 
some wa

down the list of priorities - to some extremists, of cour
se, it

ranks as a positive evil. The second, the conviction that vio
lent

means get results, is becoming increasingly prevalent among all

shades of Negro opinion.

Integration The more moderate Black Power leaders say that

integration should still be the ultimate aim if re
al equality and a

sense of unity is to be achieved. But they also say that real

integration cannot go forward while seriou
s racial inequalities

exist. Furthermore, to the mass of Negroes in the urban ghettoes,

living at subsistence level, without s
avings, job, and prospects,

integration is an irrelevant aim t
o them. In a sense, therefore,

the parts of Black Power ideolo
gy relating to black responsibility

may also prepare the Negro for 
integration.

This concentration on immediat
e problems has been exploited

by extremists, according to 
whom, the Negro has had had white

institutions thrust upon him. 
The Negro must now choose for himself

the institutions of his society a
nd run that society by himself and

for himself. Some indeed follow this idea of n a,partheid" by

advocating that twin societies should evol
ve in America.

Violence As the appeal of Black Power is its impatience with

moderation and its advocacy of direct action, it is hard for

moderate leaders increasingly to adopt its language while trying to

rein in those elements who clam. the right to use non-constitutional

means. Having denounced the old integration policy and attacked the

'system', the moderate must yet defend the constitution.



Mor and mere Negroes of various c_asscs and age groups
while net openiv supporting violence, have become increasingly.
:Sympathetic towards its use. The report of the 4-it m r .0t9
1965 by. the Los Angeles Riot '7-4tudy Group upset the helie f jftat

s:uch riots are usually the work of OutsiCe agitators, and
the majority of Negroes think that violent means do more harm
than. good. The studv found. that 15% of 10ca1. ad u It Negroes were
active during the rioting and. another .35% or 40, were 'active
spectators'. In the area, 18% of the population. most1y Ne - oes
thought that the riot would help the Negro cause, and onLy 

about
20%, felt that it would hurt the cause. On the other- _an_ 78 of
the White population in Los Angeles thought that it would 
the Negro cause.

This is a symptom of the increased sense of unity a ong
Negroes in America. Many people who believed in moderate ctics
are saying that the present trend towards vi ] once has been on the
increase for 10 years. These people have sympathy with the young
ghetto Negro who refuses to pursue the traditional non-violent
means for another 10 years with no guarantee of results. Al though
the young hopeful who said 'there are no moderates now' was a long
way from the truth and there are still two distinguishable 'camps'
in the Negro movement (with the Rev. Ralph Abernathy, Martin Luther
King's successor heading one, and the Black Panthers in the
forefront of the other), there is not nearly the degree of
animosity towards the militants as existed three or four years ago

During the last two years, some of the more moderate Plack
Power demands have found increasing Government support. President
Nixon's Administration has promised that steps will be taken to
stimulate what is called 'Black Capitalism and a few projects
have been set up to stimulate small businesses. On the political
side, black voter registration drives have resulted in Negroes
being elected in, increasing numbers to a variety of posts Black
Studies programmes have been accepted in principle by many
educational authorities, but their implementation has been
hampered by excessive student demands

Most observers feel that these changes will have to beimmediately and vigorously supported by the new administration ifyoung Negroes are to be persuaded to work within the 'system'.Most young Negroes are Americans first and foremost, and althoughmany are attracted by the firebrands of black revolution, most orhem want the chance to pursue the American dream. The main reasonsfor pessimism are the bad 'image' of the Government amongNegroes, and the increasing radicalisation of Negro student', asection of the black population who, it was hoped, would point theway to Negro self-Improvement through traditional channels.

EXTREMIST GROUPS AND LEADERL,

Since the 1965 viui,b :Black extremists have stolen boththe limelight, and many of the members, of the non-violentorganisations At Black Power conferences the moderates have been.

-.o
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The majority of extremist leaders are young, eloquent andCharismatic, but it is almost impossible to reduce to terms moreprecise than those above what any one of them is saying. ManyShift their ground constantly and periodically contradict themselvesOften they seem to be attempting to sort out their ideas as heyspeak. It is also difficult to evaluate the extent of theirinfluence. Many of them are widely admired by young Negroes, butwhether a large proportion of these followers have any conviction
n such outpourings of invective liberally sprinkled withquotation, from Guevara, Mao Castro, Marcu e and Fanon may be

doubted.

Extreme Black Power ideolog
local problems as well as to wide
po tency.

It is possible
into the Separatists

must, however, be related to
issues, and therein, lies its

divide the Black Power groups
Id the Revolutionaries

U
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Many Americans, black and white, now accept he need for someform of separatism as a stage towards full integration. Howeve
separatism for them is an end in itself and they espouse, in varyingdegrees, the ideas of black racial superiority and the rejection ofwhite society and its values.

Founded in 1930, this is a nationwide, pseudo-Islamic body,It preaches a religion which is an amalgam of black superiority,puritanism, racial and economic separatism, black community spiritand allegiance to Elijah Mohammed, 'messenger of Allah', and
present leader of the NOI. Elijah has an all-encompassing hatredOf whites and there is a strong anti-Jewish strain in the movementit is, however, law-abiding, and its attack - on whites e verbalIn 1968 its numbers were estimated at about 100, 000, but it hasrecently suffered from desertions to younger, more militant bodies.

It is in a real sense a social reform movement ilth ugh itrejects the Civil Rights Movement and most welfare schemesdoes a lot of its recruiting at prisons and detention centres, and



hos a re putation fo j roformiAg drug addictsi hardened :criminalsand other dregs of the ghefto. It teaches a life of thrif.,morality, abstinence, respect for family, and the virtue of 4full day's work for a fair day's pay, oven if the boss is white.The apparent paradox. of preaching racial hatred (the white man asthe devil) while remaining law-abiding, even while encompassingsome of the most hard-bitten elements of the Negro community„ is ,.explained by the religious fervour and the reverent acceptance _ofElijah's teachiiig which. characterises most of the Nation's member"Few people doubt, however, that Itsore the Black Muslims harassed orprovoked they might well react vigorously

The most famous Black Muslim was Malcolm X, who ultimate_abandoned this religion to campaign for an accommodation withwhite radical groups. His oratory and invective earned him animportant place in Black Power history. He was assassinated in1965 by- the tough and fanatical Fruit of Islam, the well-drilled.and well-armed internal disciplinary organ of the Muslims, becauseof his increasing popularity, but since his death Elijah has found.it expedient to give verbal support to other Black Power groupseven though some of them countenance alliances 'with 'progressive•'whites in an attempt to stave off competition.

The Black Muslims are important as the first Black Na stgroup in the USA and their teachings contain most of the
Black Power ideas. Despite waning membership, they are a deeplyrooted and well-financed group. The NOI was the first to preachblack cult uralism and the unity of the non-White world before anyone
else, and to reverse the accepted rOles of 'black' and 'white'
values. It also preaches black capitalism and advocates 'buy
black' habits within its own community.

Elijah has continually sought acceptance for the Black Muslimsas a legitimate sect of Islam, but orthodox Islamic groups insidethe USA vigorously oppose this, as the NOI's racialism is direct1),opposed to the Islamic idea of the Brotherhood of Man. The
response to the Black Muslims by Arab leaders abroad has been moreambiguous, and on the few occasions when NO' leaders have travelledthey have been well received in Arab States. In the late 1950sthere were allegations that material support was being given to theNOI by the LIAR, but this was denied by Black Muslim leaders

Despite its name he Nation of Islam cannot be classed as aninternational movement, although some chapters have been opened inhe Caribbean. But its teachings and some of its practices havebeen adopted by other individuals and groups For example, someNegroes have borrowed the Black Muslim habit of dropping thesurname and using X, or Y to represent the true African name oftheir ancestors whose identities they do not know.

Communists tried unsuccessful:Y -3, to infiltrate the Muslims in1932 and in the late 1950s. Articles written by Communists aresometimes published in the Nation's periodical, Muhammed Speaks 
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In 1966 CORE boasted 80,000 members, but the true number 
was

probably half that. It stood second only to Stokely Ca chael's

Student Non-:Violent Coordinating Committee (SNCC) in urging
defensive violence, solidarity with the Viet Gong, and local4mi anev In late 1968, after a protracted struggle, moderates

,„ 

took over t and CORE is now in the forefront of those organisations
trying to treat with the Nixon Administration for more 'Black

Capitalism', McKissick remains a militant separatist but has
abandoned the more extreme of the racialist part of his rhetoric,
He now belongs to the increasing body of opinion which supports the
idea of autonomous 'black regions' in the Southern States of the
USA as an answer to the ghetto problem. McKissick's favourite
project is the establishment of a 'Soul City' in North Carolina.

The Republic of New AIrIca RNA

A more ambitious, more widely supported scheme calls for the
creation of an independent black nation in the States of Mississippi
Louisiana, Alabama, Georgia and South Carolina. RNA is the most
important of a number of separatist groups, having drawn support
from a number of other Negro groups.

RNA was founded by the Malcolm X Society, which gathered
200 Black Nationalists from all parts of the USA for an inaugural
convention in March, 1968 As its nominal officers it elected
Robert Franklin Williams of the Revolutionary Action Movemen
Betty Shabazz, the widow of Malcolm X and Rap Brown (ex-SNCC and
now a member of the Black Panthers). The active heads of the
Republic of New Africa (RNA) are the brothers Milton and RichardHenry, both intelligent, professional men, one a lawyer, the othera writer. They are said to have met Robert Williams in Tanzaniain late 1967 to thrash out organisationaL problems (Black DwaApril 18, 1969). At a 'legislative conference' in
Chicago, a body of demands was agreed upon. The Republic was tobe financed by a grant demanded from the national government whichit was alleged, was owed to black America because of theexploitation of their ancestors. A militant arm the Black Legionwas also set up to defend the lives of the New African citizensand the property of New Africa'.
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There are also groups which are dedicated to revolution as

part of a wider Communist, Trotskyist, or Maoist ideology, as wel]

as some which give lip-service to these international ideologies

but whose aims are more local

Since 1966 a multitude of local groups have sprung up in

ever's, major American city, They differ from the moderates in the
degree to which they take the basic Black Power iceas, and claim

the ight to use all means to get what they want
ually partly-educated young men, fond of

s and denouncing any suggestion of moderati01,
agly created a climate in which every school and
has become a battleground between authority
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Some of. these local groups are little more than gangs of
violent and embittered young Negroes. In 1967 such groups looted
black and white premises alike in the name of revenge for 300 -veal
of "exploitation". The remainder of the local Black. Power 'coups
although convinced that violence alone will bring results, and
nearly always armed to some degree, also do useful welfare work and
have, on occasion, worked with moderates in, for example, the
organisation of rent strikes or vote -registration drives
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The most spectacular development in the Black 
Powermovement

In the last few years has been the evolution of the 
Black Panther

Par ), which has created ties between a number of loca
lised groups

and has developed an ideology which welds the extreme 
concepts of

Black Power to a revolutionary critique of American society.

However, even in this, one of the most militant of Bl
ack Power

organisations, the conflict between immediate interests 
and vague

ideals is apparent..

The party was formed.. in Oc tober, 1966, inOakland, California

by J..bey Newton and Bobby Seale. The original a.im was to try to

curtail police 'racism and brutality' by shadowing police patrols i

an attempt to protect individuals advise them of their rights

A hard-core leadership developed with a great talent for self

publication and evocative oratory. The favourite tactic has been to

create a presence' in centres of at ho,ity 
by marching in armed,

resenting demands, and then leaving.

By a combination of events, which inc

police action and the imprisonment of Newt

national heroes. The party has become a

political movement, hiving 2,000 full members

the USA with many more supporters and admire

The Black Panthers have adop
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The Part is undo ubtedly the mo,:t active black ext1 fflfl .5 t
organisation t and is increasingly gaining influence on inte,rat
college campuses. There, , its branches have been tilO forefunt

,

of disruptions over the content and teaching of black stndie.,

the proportion of nonwhites on he campus and related

There is some evidence to surge 

'

that the Panthers
now to organise black mi:_itnt college groupsinto a
COO ru ted network. Their relationships on campuses with the
SDS, which. Is partly controlled b.),/ the pro-Peking Progressive
Labour PLrty, are also becoming closer.
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Black Panther leaders have visited Canada, the Caribbean and
Europe, where B lack Panther groups now exist. In Canada there
has been trouble on campuses which have a proportion of Caribbean
students, and this has been linked directly or indirectly, to the
Panther leadership. The Barbadian Black Power magazine 'Black Star 
eagerly follows the works of the Panther leadership and publishes
articles and messages of solidarity from them

In. Augl:A 1968, George Mason Murray, a spokesman for the
P anthers, travelled to Cuba where he was allowed to broadcast
violent') anti-Amer can propaganda over Havana Radio. The Paithe
have other links with the Cubans and their representatives often
visit the Cuba delegation to the United Nations in New York,

a s
Bobby Scale, the chairman of the PatLers, and h
Hewitt sited Scandinavia in March, 1969, at the invitation

and expense of 
:c:1: LLW) 

ck s 
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Party
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themselves the Black Panthers and the Solidarity Committee
Liberation, which seemed to revolve around three black mil
Connie Matthews, Skip Malone and Sherman Adams. On return

lieutenant,
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to

rig
Black_
ts,
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USA, Seale rounded on his former hosts and denounced them as 'mino
kooks and fools'. The Danish branch of the Black Power Movement,
the Students Natiolal Non-Violent Committee, represented in Sweden
by Sherman Adams wLls called 'a composition of opportunist fools
and lunatics'. (I:lack Panther, March 31 1969
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The danger of the Black Panthers becoming an internat ondl
movement seems limited. Its main potential outside America would
seem to lie in Caribbean universities, hut any development -Along
these lines will probably be in imitation of the American mOvement
and n t as an organised branch of it

Stol e ly Ca / ichae and SNCC

The Student Non Viol nt Co ordinating Committee (SNCC) which
under Stokely Carmichael ts influence became an extremist militant

body opposed to Martin :Luther Kings tactics in the Civil Rights
Movement has, since 1966, been the victim of financial problems and

fragmentation. Many of its white members were alienated by black

nationalist attitudes within. it and many Negroes left It to join

the Panthers. Earlier this year the residue decided to merge with

the Black Panther Party.

Carmichael was the first to produce a consistent bod3, of

demands under the title of 'Black Power', a phrase which he coined.

He was also the first Black American leader to journey abroad in

search of support between 1965 and 1967. He elicited messages of

support from Moscow, Cuba, North Vietnam and various groups in

Africa and Europe, among them the Bertrand Russell Peace Foundation

but his penchant for criticising his hosts if they were not

revolutionary enough for him and his criticisms of America lost him

a great deal of support. In Africa he annoyed both leaders of

independent States and heads of liberation movements by publicly

announcing that the former were 'clowns' and the latter 'had never

seen the inside of a jail'. (The Tanzanian Nationalist, November

196/ The only country where he was greeted with warmth was Cuba.

At home Carmichael lost much of his status. because of his

self-appointed role of world herald of the Black Liberation

Movement, and he was replaced as head of SNCC by H Rap Brown. The

Black Panther leadership, although quoting him often in their

speeches, regard him as an embarrassment, although he remains their
nominal 'Prime Minis er'. He has said he is not a
Communist, but he uses Marxist phraseology and has contacts with

Communi ts and Trotsky sts. He has stated his intention of settling

down in the Republic, '2, 11ca his wife, ,he African singer

MIrI am Mikeba
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Other Groups 

Perhaps 100 black revolutionary groups exist, and a numb

black magazines advocate violence and revolution. The groups
include the Black United Movement, the Enraged Mothers of Harlem,

Bla cks Against Native Dying (BAND), Afro-Americans Against the Wal
in Vietnam, the Committee on Black Revolutionary Activity (COBRA)
and the Afro-American Student Movement

EXPLOITATIpN  OF BLACK POWER 
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Who leaders h,.:Lv4.,,,, (7.:). ....q .-LII1 s.Aci ,J.;;Rstro :.rs ort0 ofCuba is alleged to havear icie in. tho New. Yort 1d Trfbuuo of Aprli ,..,
i !p .. .. ).....

t.11..at two Cuban.. diplomats had "been. denied ro -entry visas toUSA on charges of conducting intelligence cctivities and ;4_1.   ...I , •,,:::: rgiving financial and directional aid to militant Negro groupsas the Black Panther Party's Previously Cuba's support fur theBlack. Power movement had been moral rather than material

Ipl±Pd. finnnc„1 aid
U. herof,, , 4

ul Le

The method most used in the past of expre ing Cuban
solidarity with. the Biack Power movement was to invite leadorslike Carmichael, who attended a meeting of the Organisation ofLatin American Solidaritv (OLAS), in Havana in 1967, and some
of his colleagues to Cuba, where they were feted. And at all
times 4avana Rad:io. and the Cuban Press give them good coverage l
and occasionally publish articles by them. A special edition
of the Cuban Journal Pen.s.amiento Critico, devoted entirely to
articles by Black. Power leaders, was published in October, 196L

There have also been special 'weeks' and 'day
with the Afro-American people's struggle' in Havana
often been accompanied by special exhibitions, such
on Negro Ethnology and Folklore held in Havana on October
1968

USSR and. the COHUIIUflISt Party of the USA 

of solidari
these have
s the Semi.

The USSR. and the pr Soviet Communist Party of the USA ICPUZA
find themselves in a difficult position over Black Power. Though:

their propaganda exploits racial violence as another example of the

contradictions inherent in the capitalist system' and expresses

solidarity with. the Negro, neither can give unqualified support to

the extremists some of whose aims and violent tactics embarrass

them,

When SNCC was at its strongest, in 1964 1966, the CPUSA had

contacts with it and even arranged visits to the USSR for members

Since the increased prominence of the Vietnamese, the Cubans and

the Chinese as heroes of the Black Power movement, however, the

CPUSA has lost any support it had among black radicals and since

the invasion of Czechoslovakia, in particular, the USSR h.;As been

constantly denounced. In Black Panther, March 21, 1969 the

Chinese were supported in their border dispute with the JSM

In an attempt to

Mrs Charlene Mitchell,

Presidential elections

Negro support the CPU SA nominated

Negress, as its candidate in the 1968

Mrs. Mitchell said that the Communist

Party had chosen her in view of the fact that 'struggle for 
black

liberation must be brought as an issue t- the people' - Thore is
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to stir up the black ghettoes. In October, 196, t announced that

the hope a US Red Guard movement would ultimately merg
it s in lar6 citJ was dis ibiting arms for defence o Negroes In

(New York Jerald Tribune, October 7, 1966). The CPUSA, M L has com

into conflict with some of the Black Nationalist groups

which it has attacked through its magazine Vanguarq4 and ha

credit for various ghetto riots. In August, 1965, it came

direct conflict with various black groups in Los Angeles over some

literature it had distnibuted, and in consequence the CPUSA, ML

headquarters were burned down

The CPUSA, M L was formed f om a group expelled from the

CPUSA in 1961 because of its 'left-wing deviationismi. Others who

were expelled at the same time formed the Progressive Labour Party

(PLP), also Maoist, and one of the most aggressive of all American

Communist spl.lflter zroups. On the campuses  it exercises

considerable influence inside the SDS. To exploit racial discontent

it has established a Black Liberation Commission under William
Epton, whose connexion with the Harlem riots in 1965 resulted in his
arrest and conviction on charges of conspiracy to ri t and advocacN
of cri inal anarchy.

The PLP has exp e s d -olid j rity •with Robert Franklin

Williams in Peking. It attempts to gain support from black and

white worker„ alike. It organises classes on guerrilla warfare

and local 'Defence Councils', designed to create a network of

organised guerrilla warfare against the police. Through its
organ 'Challenge' it enumerates 'police atrocities and

ilitary units.
of the PLP 's present membership not mown but it has
chapters spread across the USA.

non-whites to organise themselves into

The Trotskyist 'Socialist WoAcers Party
like the PLP to be multi ra al. Paul Boutel e
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A liances between black and white radicals hn.v€ tended to
uneasy Even the Black Panthers, who have many ideological
similarities to the "New Left", have quarrelled with white radic
because of the Panthers' insistence on the initial importance of
black solidarity. This bone of contention is beginning to fade
importance as the "New Left" and the more militant black
organisations find that they have much in common, in particular
their hatred of moderation, their determination to destroy the

tern' and their affinity with violence
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At first glance, the politio,a1 doctrines of Black Power

.. ;.

seem irrele t van to the Cr.i.bheu„ where political power is
large ,., in the hands of the  ( oloured inhabit ad h f:' riseants n were
of pride and of the history, culture .01F1 A 'nfifV of he black man
have been openly supported br Caribbean heads o•I Government
for some time Lately, however, the ether side 0'.A2 the Bloc I 
coin, i nv ] v ng racial superiority., and nationalism, left-wing
extremism and a tendency to violence has been evident. , readI
there have been two violent outbreaks, both last yo .i''..f..r, in
Bermuda and the other in Jamaica

In most Caribbean countries militant Black Power idens have
been shaped to local conditions. In. Guyana, it has threatenei
to become an assertion of Negro superiority in a racially-mix,
society; while in Bermuda it represents non-constitutional 11etito(1
of improving the Negroes' position in relation to the white minority
which has a major share in the country's political and economic
power. In Trinidad Black Power is bound up with militant, trade
unionism (as it is to a less extent elsewhere in the area); and in
Jamaica it has been used by Marxist-Leninist intellectuals to an
support and to champion the Negroes against the coloured political
establishment

In this context "black" and "white" apply less to
pigmentation than to ideology. Castro has been called the

blackest man in the Caribbean", while black-run businesses relying

to any extent on foreign capital are "white businesses", and those

that run them are "black puppets of white imperialism". Black

moderates are also "puppets" while Mao, Che, and Ho Ciii Minh are

Black Power heroes

There has always been widespread sympathy for the US Civil

Rights Movement, and the apparently successful use of violence

has influenced various local elements to adopt similar methods.

Visits bv American Black Power leaders, some of whom (e.g. Sto-ce1N

Carmichael) have personal links with the area, have helped to

stimulate this process. In return, Caribbean Black Power

personalities have arte -ded conferences in the US and Canada

Embryonic Black Power groups, such as small chapters of the

Nation of Islam (Black Muslims) and the Rastafarians, have exlsted

in the region for some time and some of the "Negritude" pioneers

such as the Jamaican Marcus Garvey, were West Indians

But it is only since the mid-1960s that this heritage has been

taken up by extremists. There is little doubt that the example of

the United States Black Power movement was largel3, responsible.

There is much scope for agitators in se eral Caribbean
countries. The inequalities of social and economic tandards are

'often thrown into sharp relief by the opulence of the tourist trade.

Most Caribbean governments have launched programmes to iron out these

inequalities, and they point out that foreign capital generated

by tourism and fo eign owned industries is vital to their economic

well-being.

As yet the Black Power movements in the islands have little
S upport (nor have the various brands of Communis So far
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Black Power supporters recently took over partial control of

the Bermuda opposition Progressive Labour Party PLP . Roosevelt
Brown, leader of the PLP youth wing and a member of the House of
Assembly, is the leading Black Power advocate in the Caribbean.
Early this year the party was divided on the issue of support for
Brown in his stand on Black Power. It has now publicly aligned
itself with him but has not openly given its bless ng to the
forthcoming Conference, although the PLP youth wing is playing a.

leading r6le in its organisation.

The party is in tou

of whose leaders spoke in
When during the campaign

admission to a charities

disturbances of the next

of a state of emergency,

were heard.

Mart
they
that
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rest

h with the US Black Power movement, ome
the PLP's election campaign early in 1968
ome black youths were refused
fair, rioting erupted. in the
wo days, culminating in the declaration
houts of "Black Power" and "Get White-N

While Black Power advocates claim that such riots are, in
n Luther King's words, "the voice of the unheard" (in that
are symptoms of basic social ills), there were indications
these riots were well-organised, and that the PLP was
cated. The stigma of involvement damaged the Party
e elections; it gained only 10 of the 30 available
going to the Government United Bermuda Part) UBP)

The PLP leaders regard the UBP as the politic
"imperialism" in Bermuda, in that it represents the
white owned bus1nesez5 vvhich duiltinateBermuda irdus

1
eats

noes
the
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terest of the

Those
Negroes connected with the LBP (which has seven Negro MPs and a
Negro Chairman) are denounced as "puppets" or "Uncle Toms". On
the o her hand the Government Party accuses the PLP of being too
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alternate strategies to help Black People achieve poiticaii
economic, educational and cultural Black Power in their
respective communities".

Brown lays great emphasis on the history and culture of black
peoples, and a lot of Conference time has been set aside to
discuss this

returnedHe  from a tour of the Caribbean in April of this
year and said that he had made "19 stops" and had received a "verlv
good response". Challenged about the relevance of Black Power to
the Caribbean and the forms it would take, Brown was ambiguous,
making alternately conciliatory and in ilitant statements. He said
that Black Power in the region would be against any form of black
control and in the guidelines he has issued to potential
conference delegates he urges them to dispense with "Your
passionate Let's get guns and undo our castration' speech1 lie
has been quoted as saying that the conference will

"just look into the question of the Ideltity of b Eck
people, and he doesn t t see how this can disrupt, but
educate both black and white" (Royal  Gazette 5 Apri

BrownBut almost n the same breath refers
rro ism and the American ghetto r
ites". He has spoken of

ots as "nece
to Mau Man
sa y lessons for

"White colonial oppression, as well as n o oloni•
a daily nightmare. In the face of our countries growing

end towards black genocide black people ve got to
get together" Dai v Teler h. 9 April 1969
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lie has said that blacks in Bermuda are, economically

speaking, more oppressed than in. the USA. He also claims that

there is social oppression, "for in tance block Bermudians
have freedom of choice in living where they
Star, 5 April, 19691

want t)"
do

Brown s weakness for violent and even rac (ITO a

which is also to be found in those most likely to ,spond to

invitations certainly makes the forthcoming Conference, for

his assurances, a possible threat to the race relations and 
socic

order of Bermuda and perhaps other parts of the Caribbean.

Barbadian race relations are good, but there does exi
st

degree of resentment of the economic power of the wealthy 
minori

many of whom, are white. Barbados has a small Black Power

organisation, the People's Progressive Movement (PPM)

1966 1966 and which has made no appreciable impact yet its,$Oiflt

leaders Calvin Alleyne (Chairman) and Glenroy Straughn 
President

have both failed to be elected to the island's Assembi). The PPM

is Marxist and runs a bookshop in which all the main Marxist and

Black Power authors are represented. It also issues a newspaper

Black Star (editor, Leroy Harewood), Which Expresses an assortment

of Black Power. Maoist and Castroite views.

Black Star is keenly interested in events on the American

Black Tower scene; in particulr it extols the virtues of such

leaders as Bobby Seale of the Black Panthers and the exiled Robert
Revolutionary Action Movement RAM), and has
cies and letters from such leaders (e.g. Blaci

Much of its space is devoted to labour

F Williams of the

also published art

'tar, 6 April, 196
In the ibbean; even trivial disputes are reported

not

his

(led in

problems a

racial and narxist terms. Black Star also reports examples of
in

"racial exploitation" elsewhere in the world, (for instance, the

D'Oliveira affair in Britain), and expresses solidarity with

revolutionaries in Africa and with the Viet Cong. It tries to

cultivate "black pride and identity" among its readers by means
a cultural section called 'Who are We?".

of

'Black Star advocate "Unity under socialise ior the Caribbean
area and attacks leading industrialists, trade unionists, and such
political leaders as Dr. Eric Williams, Prime Minister of Trinidad
and Mr. Forbes Burnham, Prime Minister of Guyana as well as the
members of its own government

The PPM also has links with members of the Communist Party
of Great Britain and the London-based Caribbean Socialist Union

:LThe PPM was invited to sponsor the Montreal Hemls hereal Conference
to End the War in Vietnam held in November, 1968) and Straughn actec
as Chairman of the Conference, whIch was dominated by American
Black Panthers.
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While a stUdent at the University in 1961 Rodney lad It -endec

conferences in the USSR and Cuba. After becoming a lecturer at

he University he had begun to organise a Black Pow_,31- °up of

students, lecturers, and other malcontents

The ban on Rodney prompted a student
led to general rioting in which three peop

organised group of agitators played a part
Mr. Shearer, the Prime Minister, said that

non Jamaicans as well as Jamaicans, inside

University, some identifying themselves as

known to be criminals and political hoodlums. All this has
engaged under the guise of a Black Power movement which to
all well-thinking Jamaicans does not meal rebellion, hut I
di .n.itvy of the black man". (Dail Gleane 18 Octobe

demons
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and outside the
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Rodney scomments on the ban were published in the Barbadian
ck Star. lie said he had been trying to 'blast into no th 1. 1 tune s
idea at Jamaica was approa lint a harmonious multi racial

soci:ety He regarded himself as a black intellectual in what was
still a colonial society which "offered educated black men po tions
of privilege and relatively secure economic conditions in exchange
for their so Is". To Rodney black intellectuals who took )art in
this process were "as much a part of the white capital ist s stem
as plantation owners".

Other evidence t.1.1at leftist in e lectuals iiterci to useBlack Power to swell their following Is in the rise of the A jjgroup and newspaper, which preaches an amalgam of C ormituniEnracial superiority and poi tical subversion.

The kbeng airead..r claims a tion 20 000 on
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Power here was stimulated in. 1967 when various 
elements com, ined

to denounce a government ban on Stokely 
Carmichael (a native 

of

Trinidad) visiting the country. George WeekeL , a 
member of the

1!,•,xtremist Workers and Farmers' Partv (which 
failed to win. a,

tlie last election, and Marxist leader of the 
iii Won or 1.. ., ion l

said of the ban

"It s'.... OWS that the powers .14,t; be have become so 
hysterical

that they have seen fit to ban so
meone from returning 

to

his own birthplace. But this will not stop t
he 'nevi:. ble

the destruction of a system that has 
created unemploymen

hunger want and d. scrimination". (Trinidad Guardiam 

1967)
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The Black Panther Organisation 
(BPO) was formed in 

One of its leaders, Aldwyn Primus, ha
s said that it is not Gom

mitt,d.

to violence, because the condition
s and character of Trinidad made

it unnecessary. He hinted, however, that defensive 
violence might

be necessary to stop what he 
had worked for from "going down the

drain". He saw the BPO's primary role as t
hat of urging youth

to take a greater interest 
in economics and politics

small number of extremists does exist, and has caLled in

a leaflet for the expulsion of all whites and their "black ruunilg

dogs" and for the destruction of all their property. At present,

Black Power consists of little more than a few militant trade union

leaders and a few alienated young men. There seems to be little

organisation among, or support for these activists.

a

In Guyana political and communal al t ents are

identical. The Marxist People's Progressive Party (PPP

supported by the East Indians who make up about one-half

population, has been active in making contact with other

Power groups. But the PPP leader, Dr. Cheddi Jagan, as le

an Indian opposition party in a country governed by a

places emphasis on sociaiist ratier than racialist links

tie main

f"

ader of
NeTro party

Jagan would like to win over the Guyanese African working

class, which now supports Mr. Forbes Burnham People's National

Congress (PNC), The PNC is trying to build a "Guyanese identit
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preparatory ionference was held tn. Barbados in October 
190 ,

was organised by Jagan and the leaders of the Barbadian 
PPM.

unnamed Trinidadians also attended. - Jagan's main associa-

Trinidad is Roland. Hoolaie of the small extremist Workers

Farmers' Party

Jagan has
the Caribbean this year,
support for his proposed

Sagafl. a iso has conaots with
de endencia (MPI) of Puerto Rico

wlth the US Black Power movement

Tationalist

aw nnd orOnr. fww PNG memher

the 1 fricon Society for Colturot

Fra ASCRIA. _ *l eo v[w,e11 o:

WI -tri n oulLu , 4 t)4 :

taken the African name

—

P

A

TI-rn

and.

he Castro jte Movimieuto 1ro',W., 4. 
•aeet,

• hich is independently linko-ci

, and with the Surinam I'11.1:LLI

sche R:esillh)..j.c ., a small, left wing party- made up main

of Negroes, which sent a delegate to the Barbados .meeting

It is likely-, however -1 that the Black Power Conference in

Bermuda will force Jagaii to postpone his own conference Jagaii

pro-Soviet brand. of Communism may in any case be increasing y

treated with suspicion by. Black Power leaders and other "progressives'

especially- since his Involvement in the World Conference of

Communist Parties in Moscow in. June 1969. There are already - •

that Cuba has recently b€ come cooler towards him and his activities.

Some observe-- think that the Caribbean movement soon

reach its peak and thereafter decline. Black Power is, howerer.

an essentially - vague concept, and some ot its advocates and fellow.-

travellers in the area have shown that they can and will shape it

to apply to any situation. or -et of conditions whlch. has potential

for social unrest and antigovernment feeling

In the long ran I i may .:.Yrovide an oppor-:unit;

indirectly' to gain. influence the rise of the ItItala grout in
Jamaica may be a step in this direction, In the short term,'

Power may pose a serious threat to law and order

1-0M1
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rhe Hr ,:L_h coloured miner:_ty numbors about. one and 
quarber

millioii, c rwh1.7.h one-fifth were born in. Prita In. Tho nuAber

reach ab ut three million by the end of the 7;entury.

The condit........;.-ns I xi Arhic,1 many imnigrnts live are sin:
liar iv

Some respects to these affecting Amerlcan Negroe:,. 
OvercrowdinG

and. 101 age of housing and of schools could provide a 
breeding

ground for extremism. In parts of such. London. areas 
Brixton2

Nottin, Hill and Southall, coloured immigran,s accounl
 fo 60

of the inhabitants, and the areas have been described 
as ghet

like' In EirminEAam the school system is severe.„,...y strained by

increasing numbers of immigrant ohildrer

Immigrants have some .ulty in obtaining the houses 
an.d.

jobs which they want, and although there is some prejudic
e, the

main problem . is that many new immigrants belOng to l
ow-income,

unskilled groups and tend to settle in areas already. occupied by

similar coloured people Because many arrive Ivri Lh debts to

relations at home,. they often. have to .1:Ivo y and., therefore,

the -standards of accommodation in these areas tend tO .be depressed

Low s tandards of education and often of s peak.iag E
nglish are

present among all groups of immigrants. At school, coloured

children are seen by some white parents as a retarding 
factor to

their own children's education. Another d' fficulty is in

communicating with the authoritle-s.

A more serIous element is the increasing dearth of job
s for

coloured school leavers, a condition which thre
atens to become

worse , and will probably become particularly acut
e among tho more

.qualifled. Dr. David Pitt, a moderate West Indian leader, has said

it can 1 t - -ake, this generation of imv i grants

seriously. it's the s cAo ol -I e avers I am

worried about. I have seen the effect Stokely

Carmichael had on them and can guess what will

happen if they get their academic qualificatIons

and still end up on the buses". (Sunda.

Telegraph April 7 1968.

One major fear is. that publicity given . o these problems will

stimulate prejudice. . The disproportionate emphasis often placed in

debate on immigration, and preserving- law and order, rather than an

solving the basic problems of coloured people already settled in.

Britain, creates suspicion in immigrant communitieS and se 7iv -) to

strengthen the mili tants

But race relations in Britain are generally: harmonious.

British coloured communi,,i-1- do not have the same sense of injustice

and inferior status as the NeGres of the USA. The British

immigrant groups are smaller (2 of the population while, in



America, Negroes one constitute 12',/6 of the whole)

grievances V.-ley hA.ve are naturally more ree t t in origino

Relationships with.. authority, are not fraught with mltrust or

antagonism. To a largo degree, the auth.oritloH thommolves ore

responsible for this. "British concern for the rights

of mine7:Ati es has been: reflected in.. the Race Relations Ac_;s OF

and 19 e? by whicTA overt racial or religious discrimination 
was

made, illegal - and by the establishment of the Race Relations

Board s wIlch tIvestigates complaints concerning such. 
discriminations

Government Departments are also charged wIth the 
mainteuance

of racial harmony. For example, the Department of E
mployment and

Prod.,uctivity often. deals with race relations on the shop 
floor and,

in . the particularly sensitive area of police relations wi
th

coloured communities* the Home Office has always been 
ready to

investigate allegations of prejudice

communities in Britain are closely

knit and 

:The Indian and Pakistani
end to be inward looking. They have their own. culture,

religion and history and this makes them much less susceptible to

Black Power ideas.- The West Indian community in Britain, taken as

a whole,. is only slightly more amenable but the young. West Ind. an

is often a likely potential convert

The fame and following of American leaders have particularly

impressed ambitious coloured agitators, who vary from those who are

little more than self-publicists to those convinced that the Black

Power ideology is relevant to British conditions or have added some

of its concepts to existing extreme 1eft-wing views. None of them

has a large following, and few seem able to work together.

In 1965 Malcolm X visited Britain and deeply impressed a few

of the more disillusioned West Indians. His best-known convert is

Michael de Freitas also known as Michael Abdul Malik and

Michael N:

Stokely Carmichael arrived in Britain in July, 1967, by which
time the tone of the speeches by coloured militants at Hyde Park
Corner had become increasingly threatening. Carmichael advised
that the idea of black consciousness be translated into political
action

"If racism is institutionalised. in a socie
the only way to end it is to destroy the
society". S. Carmichael Black Power:
PoIjtj of Liberation.

Carmichael was asked to leave the eoultry. Subsequently
the newly-formed Universal Coloured People's Association (UCPA)
announced that it w.a, i,t," Le Lhe British equivalent of Carmichae 's
Student Non-Violent Co-ordinating Committee (SNCC), but there are
no apparent links between the two bodies (although four SNCC
members visited Britain early in 1968, The Times March 14 1968
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espousing Black Power Is probably self p,blic
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AdjUStflie.flt Action Society.
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talented speaker, but has found it near'',
with other

3w9s* 26

-,is - - .......awh. has :::: ived in,.
c r.. . . :II.,.....71. fi„ n „ ri. fr o Ill ( HArlitt14:1,, ,„,

Britain since 9rig. , -1 f-- ----t t - - .--v.A---, -t kle row frnivor
t i.111 Ailt, bpell, ..,ur(..) yt.,.... ,.. tis d, t .....,,,„7„,,,... . -. ....„, ...... .. . ..... .... .. , _ .... ..,

(.1 - •. ...which. he le .'... ...'n't it is believed, after trouble arose from 
hls

racialist views His sympathic::, aro now with 
}ek,....1.,......._../„. ,,,....,_,... .„.. .,.„

impossilite
incitement

Anti-University of -London' in.

leaders. He was
August, 196/

After helping de Freitas to form RAAS in 1965, 
Sawh. left- -

organise the Unlversa1 Coloured. People's Association, 
(UCPA) vn

Tune, 19)6. He lost the. leadership to other extremists, 
1,1 by

Obi Egblina l and formed the Universal Coloured People

Association. He then took part in the formation, Of the 
Black

People's Alliance in early 1968 but left in 1969 after a 
dispt

with. Sag] ohan Josh.4.

,o cooper4

cenvi-ted of.

and Ara

J . n Jos. ib secretary of the Indian Workers'

ASSOCIatIOn .f Great Britain and convenor of the Black 
People

All±ances Steering Committee. He is a Maoist and regards th
e

bL1._ck-white confrontation as part of the anti-imperlalist 
struggle

Although he countenances alliances with radical white groups 
he

scorns all moderates. He has defined his aims as

uniting the Black peoples of Great Britain,

helping to fight against British Imperialism

both here and abroad. Our work is not

intended to exclude the white working class

the most advanced sections of which, for

example the new Communist Party of Great

Britain Marxist-Leninist (CPGB-ML)

etter to Liberation, No. 4,
are with

February-, 1969, published by the Ma xist-

Leninic;t Communist Party of Ind19.

Obi  Egbuna is a highly -Irticulate Nigerian playwrigh, (he

an Ibo who supports 'Biafra and theorist of Black Power. Be

given a 12-manth suspended sentence in December., 1968, for

conspiracy to incite others to murder policemen. His speeches

tend to be highly militant,- but his prison sentence has forced him

to be more restrained. His arrest and subsequent detention for

five months while awaiting trial brought him support from other

groups and leaders, including. some moderates. He places specThl
emphasis on black culture and a spirit of identity with other
coloured peoples He told The Times (March i4 1968 that he

'has strong links with Africa and America
He was in contact with Ahmed Mohammed Rahman
Babu who has firm Chinese connexions and was
an architect of the Zanzibar revolution. He
was first led towards Black Power in America"

In 1968 Egbuna lectured on Black Power at the so-called
oreditch whose- courses Incl ed
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two opposed ache a London -based branch. o , 1
] i rs1uLp, and a 1.3 xmingham branch which trio
and mu1tipoiitical, whose leaders are moderate and direc, , ly
opposedto the racialist teachings of the London group. The
ioderate branch, which has 4,000 members, coordinates the work of
six immigrant organisations in the Birmingham area and has a1ways
been basically a social welfare body. The London group claimed

.7,500 members in 1966, but this was ce tai ly an inflated figur
In 1967 it published a report accusing the London police of
nigger. hunting'
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n A' ainst Racial Discrimination CARD
in 1965 by a group of clergy, politicians and sociologist
to oppose discriminat on and encourage integration, CARD was
specifically intended to influence the Government in connexion
the Race Relations Act, then being drafted. Predominantly midcl
class and essentially moderate ir tone, it was distrusted by the
militant leader - At the end of 1967, militants gained partial
control, and its membership and influence waned, but by the end
1968 the moderates again controlled most of its brancithes. It
remains a multi racial organisation. It is aileged (Daily Telex-I-I'll 
Magazine, May 23, 1969) that some of its London branches are
dominated by the pro Chinese London Work rs' Association
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are a small group in South London, who
concentrate on :Local problems and black self help They have
copied the Black Panthers in using "ministerial" titles. The
"Prime Minister" is Darcus Awusu Trinidadian and ex member
the RAAS and UCPA.
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